
FAUX LEATHER VENETIAN BLINDS
LEATHER WRAPPED BLINDS FOR YACHT & CRUISELINER WINDOWS



Solarglide’s faux leather venetian blinds are the ultimate 
luxury window shading for yachts and cruise interiors.

Hand wrapped venetian blinds create onboard privacy 
whilst allowing lots of light into the interior space. The 
user can either tilt the slats to alter the light transmission 
percentage, or draw the blinds upwards for stunning, full 
panoramic views.

Handcrafted, stitched and wrapped by our talented 
production team, the faux leather venetian slats are much 
sturdier than your typical blinds, offering the highest levels 
of quality and sophistication for crew and passengers. A 
wipe clean product which is moisture resistant and marine 
resilient meaning a long life with low maintenance.

Choose from 35mm or 50mm slat widths and a large 
selection of 40 stunning colours to match existing or 
newly proposed interiors. Brackets and fixtures are 
included, along with a faux leather wrapped bottom 
rail, cable guide support for stability at sea and a colour 
matched cassette.

Solarglide’s faux leather venetian blinds are the perfect 
chic addition to your master cabins, top-end rooms and 
suites and public spaces.
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CRUISE SHIP AND FERRIES
Faux leather venetian blinds are a popular shading 
solution for ferry and cruise ship windows. As an 
alternative to roller blinds and curtains, these sophisticated 
horizontal blinds add a touch of luxury to onboard cabins, 
public spaces, and master suites. They are functional, 
visually stunning, robust, and easy to maintain and clean.

YACHTS AND SUPERYACHTS
Solarglide bespoke hand wrapped faux leather venetian 
blinds for yachts and superyachts offer the ultimate 
luxury for owners, crew, and passengers. Choose from 
a selection of colour matched plain fabrics, paired with 
matching cassettes and high-quality brushed chrome 
fixtures. Faux leather venetian blinds create a superior 
yacht interior.

3	 40 colour options available to match any marine interior

3	 Colours include cream, white, black, navy blue and silver

3	 Available as 35mm or 50mm venetian slats

3	 Plain soft touch fabrics

3	 Wire guide system with chrome base fittings

3	 Bespoke and handcrafted
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35MM & 50MM SLATS - 40 COLOURS AVAILABLE
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